Cross Section of Components, Deck Hinge, Deck Button, Eye End and
- Frame Swivel

Features Galore
»

Quick and Easy Deck Button Installation

»
»

Rivet Nut is Self Securing, Eliminating Washers or Backing
Plates
Can be Top, Side or Mounted on an Angle

»

One Hand Operation of Latching Mechanism

»

Easily Cleanable Assembly

»

No Retaining Pins to Lose

»

Beauty and Functionality

»

Rattling of Top is Reduced to a Minimum
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Stainless Steel Boat Top
and Pontoon Canopy
Top Fittings

For use on DOWCO Produced Boat and
Pontoon Canopy Top Systems

New Deck Hinge & Deck Mounting Button
This innovative design in deck mounting hardware will be
settling the standard for years to come. Constructed of
polished stainless steel, the low proﬁle deck button is as
attractive as it is strong. Drill a single mounting hole and
mount using a single screw, bolt or DOWCO’s exclusive
“Rivet Nut” mounting system. The Rivet Nut eliminates
the need to fumble with backing plates or washers on the
unexposed side of the through bolt mounting surfaces.
The ease of installing the deck buttons will provide a
Deck Mounting Button
provides a low proﬁle,
labor savings to the boat manufacturer. And the deck
stable mounting point.
button Rivet Nut combination has passed pull tests of up
to 2600 lbs. (results dependent upon mounting surface
thickness and material). The deck button mount, and other components of
the system utilize socket cap screws to insure positive engagement. A special
installation tool will be available from DOWCO to simplify installation.

While the focal point of the top system is the
deck hinge and deck button, the other new
components heavily contribute to the success of
the overall system. For round tube top frames
we will also be using our new eye ends and
frame swivels.

Bushing Eliminates Rattles

The eye ends include a self lubricating Delrin®
bushing to eliminate the possibility of rattle
between the eye end and the tubing. The full
circumference precision crimp allows complete
rotation of the eye end and facilitates mounting
at any angle.

Unique Frame Swivel Permits
Unique Designs

Quick Release Deck Hinge and Single
Hand Operation

The stainless quick release deck hinge accepts various eye ends for both
round and square tubing. The single “intelligent” latch, incorporated into the
deck hinge provides the boat owner with
single hand operation. No tethered retaining pins to lose or mess with. Quick and
positive connection with the deck button
insures a stable top connection. And the
deck button/deck hinge can be a top, side
or angled mount installation. Use of type
316 stainless fasteners provides a higher
degree of corrosion resistance.

Virtually Rattle Free

Precision machined
components and the
use of Delrin® sleeves
at critical component
interfaces will practically eliminate the ratQuick Release Deck Hinge is the Focal
tling that is common in
Point of the Mounting System.
many boat top systems.
Easy orientation of the deck hinge to the deck button
make attachment and removal quick and easy. No pins to
rotate, no pins to lose overboard. DOWCO’s system is
functional, attractive and easy for the consumer to use.

New Eye Ends and Frame Swivels

Use of sleeves will substantially reduce the
potential for rattle.

DOWCO’s through the tube mounting of the
frame swivel allows it to be mounted singly or
in tandem, permitting new conﬁgurations in
the design of the top frames. Precise
machining of all components, in combination
with the use of
bushings and
sleeves,
contributes to
the
minimization of potential frame rattling. As with
the deck hinges, the use of type 316 stainless
fasteners will minimize the potential for
corrosion. Use of PTFE washers on the frame
swivels allow them to rotate freely. Attractive,
durable, functional and ease of use
characterize these unique ﬁttings.
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